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Lesson: HOTEL SELECT 

 

General Description 
 

 
The Worldspan Hotel Select® system allows you to display hotel lists, hotel 
availability, hotel detail, and sell any available room type for participating 
hotel associates. 
 
Some hotel associates offer AccessPlus capabilities.  When a room is sold 
from an AccessPlus hotel availability display, the request is processed 
directly from the hotel associate's database.  Confirmation and rate 
verification are received prior to end transaction on each AccessPlus 
booking. 
 
Some AccessPlus hotel associates participate in Hotel Source®.  Hotel 
Source allows a subscriber to display room and rate availability, rate rules 
and information, and to sell from the same database available to someone 
calling the hotel associate’s reservation number.  When a Hotel Source 
associate's room is sold, the confirmation number and rate verification are 
received prior to end transaction. 
 

Objectives 
 

 
 
At the end of this lesson, you will be able to 
 
• Request hotel availability 
• Display hotel rate rules 
• Sell a hotel 
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Hotel Chain Codes 
 

 
 
Each hotel chain is assigned a 2-character chain code.  Hotel chain names 
and chain codes are encoded and decoded by preceding the hotel chain name 
or code with the HC function identifier. 
 

Activity:  Encode Hotel Chain Codes 

 
 
1.  Access HELP HC and review the encode and decodes entries. 
 

HELP HC 
 

The entry HC displays an alphabetical list of all hotel names with their 
chain codes and phone numbers. 

 
2.  Display an alphabetical list of hotels and review the index. 
 

HC 
 
3.  Redisplay HELP HC. 
 

GR 
 
4.  Encode the Westin chain. 
 

HCWESTIN 
 
Response:  
WI  WESTIN  
      8004484066/5128342426  
END OF DISPLAY 

 
5.  Decode chain code FE. 
 

HCFE 
 
Response:  
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FE  FORTE  
      800-225-5843  
END OF DISPLAY 

 
List of Hotel Associates 

 
 

 
A list of Worldspan hotel associates and specific information about each 
associate can be retrieved. 
 

 Activity:  Hotel Associates 

 
1. Access HELP HLIST for Hotel Select associates. 
 

HELP HLIST 
 
2.  Access Hotel Select associates A-M and move down to review. 
 

HELP HSA A-M 
MD 

 
• The first column is an alphabetical list of Hotel Select associates. 
 
• The second column is the hotel chain code, followed by the hotel chain’s 

Subscriber Identification (SID). 
 
• The Communication Link Column indicates how the hotel associate 

receives the booking message. 
 
• The CX NBRS column indicates YES if the hotel chain returns a 

cancellation number. 
 
• The last column is the entry to access the hotel associates Global 

Reference System (GRS). 
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Hotel General Code Table 
 

 
 
The Hotel General Table includes all miscellaneous codes and definitions.  
The entry HG*INDEX accesses the Hotel General Table index. 
 

 Activity:  Hotel General Code Table 

 
1.  Access HELP HG*INDEX and review the Hotel General Table index. 
 

HELP HG*INDEX 

 

Four Steps to Book a Hotel 
 

 
Worldspan recommends the 4-step process to book a hotel.  Some hotel 
room types and rates have cancellation penalties.  The 4-step hotel booking 
process includes viewing the rate rule prior to booking the room.  Using the 
4-step process should help to avoid cancellation penalty charges. 
 

Activity:  Four Steps to Book a Hotel 

 
Access HELP HBOOK and review the 4 steps to book a hotel. 
 

HELP HBOOK 
 

Hotel List 
 

 
A hotel list displays the property chain codes, name, and address as well as 
distance and direction from the reference point used in the entry.  The 
distance default is a radius of 75 miles, unless otherwise specified. 
 
The function identifier for hotel list is HL.  A hotel list can be accessed 
using a: 

• City code, airport code, or 4 -6 character reference point code 
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• Segment number from a displayed PNR 
• State code and reference point name 
• Country code and reference point name 

 

Activity:  Display Hotel List 

 
1.  Access HELP HL and review the entries to request a hotel list. 
 

HELP HL 
 

The only requirement to request a hotel list for a specific city is the 
function identifier HL and the city or airport code. 

 
2.  Switch to the opposite window. 
 

<F8> 
 
3.  Access a hotel list for Denver. 
 

HLDEN 
 

All hotels in Denver are displayed within a 75 mile radius regardless of 
hotel availability. 

 
Hotel List - City Code, Dates, Number of Persons 

 
 

 
Dates and/or number of persons can be entered in the initial hotel list entry.  
If used, the number of persons can immediately follow the date or be added 
using the option identifier /NP-. 
 

 Activity:  Hotel List - City code, dates, and number of persons 

 
1.  Access a hotel list in Phoenix the 3rd of next month, checking out the 6th 

of next month for 2 people. 
 

HLPHX3MMM6MMM2  
- OR - 
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HLPHX3MMM6MMM/NP-2 
 

Hotel properties are displayed in random order each time a hotel list is 
accessed. 

 
2.  Access a hotel list in LAX the 19th of next month checking out the 22nd of 

next month for 1 person. 
 

HLLAX19MMM22MMM1 
 

Hotel List - Airport Location 
 

 
 
To request a hotel list for an airport location, the letter A must precede the 
city/airport code.  The date option, /D, must be used when requesting a hotel 
list for an airport location. 
 

 Activity:  Hotel List - Airport Location 

 
1.  Access a hotel list for Seattle airport the 5th of next month, 2 nights for 2 

people. 
 

HLASEA/D5MMM7MMM2 
 

The header line indicates an airport location was requested for Seattle, 
WA (ASEA). 

 
If a check-out date is not included in the entry, the system assumes the 
length of stay is one night. 

 
2.  Access a hotel list for Tampa airport the 16th of next month, 1 night for 1 

person. 
 

HLATPA/D16MMM1 
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Hotel List Continuation Entries 
 

 
 
Hotel List continuation entries are similar to car continuation entries. 
 

Activity: Hotel List Continuation Entries 

 
1.  Redisplay the hotel list. 
 

HL* 
 
2.  Move down twice in the hotel list. 
 

HLD 
HLD 

 
3.  Move up in the hotel list. 
 

HLU 
 
4.  Move to the top of the hotel list. 
 

HLT 
 

Hotel Options 
 

 
 
Several options can be added to a hotel list entry.  The number of properties 
displayed depends on the options used in the entry.  The more options used, 
the more specific the display. 
 

 Activity:  Hotel List Options 

 
1.  Access HELP HOPT and review the Hotel Select options index. 
 

HELP HOPT 
 

Options are separated with a slash.  Some options stand alone and others 
require additional information. 
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The following options are commonly used in a hotel list request. 

 
 

Option Description 

/A- The availability option displays a sample of the hotel property’s 
lowest available rate plans (4 maximum) from Worldspan’s 
Hotel Select database.  Dates and number of persons are 
mandatory with the availability option.  This option accesses 
Worldspan’s database without referencing the hotel’s database 
directly. 

/B- The bed type option is used to request properties offering 
rooms with a specific bed type.  One or two bed types can be 
requested. 

/C- The chain code option is used to limit a request to a specific 
hotel chain.  One, two, or three chains can be requested. 

/D- 
 
 
/D 

The arrival date is assumed when requesting a hotel list from 
the PNR segment. 
The departure date must be manually entered. 
Arrival and departure dates must be manually typed when a 
PNR segment does not exist. 

/DD- The distance and direction option is used to specify the 
maximum distance and direction from the city, airport, or 
reference point to the hotel property.  The system assumes a 
75-mile radius from the reference point if no /DD- data is 
specified. 

/MR- The maximum rate option is used to list hotel properties at, or 
under, the specified rate. 

/NP- The hotel system requires a number of persons field to be 
entered after the check out date or in the /NP- option field. 

/SC The same country option is used to request only those hotels 
within the same country.  This option is helpful when 
requesting a hotel list in Europe. 

/Z- The postal or zip code option is used to request hotel properties 
within a specific zip code. 
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Worldspan searches for qualifying hotel properties based on the 
specified options. 

 
Some option identifiers stand alone, such as available rate (/A-).  

 
All option identifiers followed by specific data require a dash (-) as a 
separator between the code and the data.  Although the dash is not 
mandatory for all options, the dash is used for consistency. 

 
Hotel List from a PNR Segment 

 
 

 
Most hotel lists can be requested from PNR itinerary segments.  The system 
assumes the city center of the reference point in the itinerary segment.  If a 
hotel by the airport is requested, the letter A is entered after the segment 
number. 
 

 Activity:  Hotel List from an Itinerary Segment 

 
1.  Access HELP HL and review the entries to request a hotel list from a 

PNR segment. 
 

HELP HL 
 
2.  Display the PNR for Carla Barnes. 
 

*2FAFQF 
 
3.  Request a hotel list for segment 1. 
 

HLS1 
 

Hotels display within a 75 mile radius. 
 
4.  Redisplay the PNR and request a hotel list for segment 1 using the date in 

the next flight segment as the check-out date.  Request available rates for 
1 person within a 10 mile southwest direction of the Denver city center. 
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*R 
HLS1/DD-10SW/NP-1 

 
5.  Display the PNR. 
 

*R 
 
6.  Request a hotel list for segment 2 within a 5 mile north line.  Specify 

available rates for one person with a check-out date three days later. 
 

HLS2/DD-5N/NP-1 
 
7.  Request a hotel list for London and search by area code 207. 
 

HLLON/D15MMM18MMM1/PH-207 
 
 

Hotel List Change Display 
 

 
 
Options are used as shortcut entries to change the hotel list to further meet 
the client’s needs. 
 

Activity:  Change the Hotel List Display 

 
1.  To change the current hotel list from the city center to the San Francisco 

airport, enter HL*ASFO. 
 

HL*ASFO 
 

The top left corner displays ASFO indicating airport location. 
 
2.  Change the hotel list to the San Francisco city center. 
 

HL*SFO 
 
3.  Request a list of hotel properties within zip code 94133. 
 

HL/Z-94133 
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Previously entered options can be changed and new options added in the 
same entry. 

 
4.  Change the hotel list display to a distance of 10 miles and a maximum 

room rate of $150. 
 

HL/DD-10/MR-150 
 

The options have continued adding to the previous options.  Review the 
currency line of the hotel list display. 

 
Delete Hotel List Options 

 
 

 
Hotel list options can be deleted by entering the function identifier without 
the option. 
 

Activity:  Delete Hotel List Options 

 
1.  Delete the zip code and maximum rate request. 
 

HL/Z-/MR- 
 

The zip code (/Z-) and maximum rate (/MR-) options no longer appear 
in the option line of the hotel list display. 

 
2.  Change the hotel list to request Best Western hotel properties. 
 

HL/C-BW 
 

Hotel Availability 
 

 
Once a hotel list is displayed, availability for a specific property can be 
accessed.  If the city and property name, or property code is known, 
availability can be displayed without first accessing a hotel list.  Availability 
can be displayed from a: 
 

• Hotel list display 
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• Reference point and hotel property name 
• Displayed PNR segment 
• Hotel detail display 
• Specific property code 

 

Activity:  Hotel Availability 

 
1.  Access HELP HA and move down to review the formats. 
 

HELP HA 
MD 

 
2.  Switch to the opposite window and redisplay the hotel list. 
 

<F8> 
HL* 

 
3.  Change the hotel list to display Radisson and Sheraton properties. 
 

HL/C-RD-SI 
 

To access availability from a displayed hotel list, enter HA followed by 
the line number for the property desired, or <TAB> to PROPERTY 
AVAILABILITY at the bottom of the display, add the desired line 
number, and <ENTER>. 

 
4.  Access hotel availability for the Radisson Miyako Hotel. 
 

MD 
<TAB> HA( _PROPERTY AVAILABILITY 
- OR - 
HAX (X = LINE NUMBER) 

 
Hotel availability lists all available rate plans and room types stored in 
the Hotel Select database. 
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Sample Property Availability Display 
**Hotel Source**  SEE  HR LINE NUMBER  FOR RATE RULES 
(a)                                (b)                 (c) 
RD RD MIYAKO HOTEL SAN     IN THU 15JUN/OUT SUN 18JUN  CURR: USD        
 (D)       (E)                                         (F)     
RD236     REF:  CA-SAN FRANCISCO                     PERSONS: 01 
(G)      (H)        (I) 
LN      RATE     DESCRIPTION                                 CXP01     
199.00G   1K-NSK GUEST ROOM-GARDEN WING-MINI BAR      01D02     189.00G   
1K-NSK TOWER-CITYVIEW-JAPANESE BATH-BALCONY 01D03     189.00G   2T NSK 
TOWER-CITYVIEW-JAPANESE BATH-BALCONY 01D04     189.00G   1K-SMK GARDEN 
WING-WESTERN BATH-MINIBAR     01D05     189.00G   1K-NSK GARDEN WING-
WESTERN BATH-MINIBAR     01D06     189.00G   1K-NSK-ACCESSIBLE GARDEN 
WING-WESTERN BATH  01D07     189.00G   2D-NSK GARDEN WING-WESTERN BATH-
MINIBAR     01D08     189.00G   2D-SMK GARDEN WING-WESTERN BATH-MINIBAR     
01D09     199.00G   1K-NSK TOWER-CORNER RM-CITY VIEW-JAPANESE   01D10     
199.00G   1K-SMK TOWER-CORNER RM-CITY VIEW-JAPANESE   01D11     189.00G   
1K-NSK LARGE ROOM-SAUNA-MINI BAR            01D12     189.00G   1Q 
LARGE ROOM-MINI BAR-1 TWIN FUTON BED     01D  (k) 
>HR( RATE RULES  >HD( PROPERTY DETAIL  >HL( LIST  >H0( TO SELL  

 
 

Sample Property Availability Display Explanation 
Label Header Description 

a RD The chain code and hotel name 

b IN/OUT The check-in and check-out dates 

c CURR The currency code of the rate stored in the 
hotel database 

d RD 236 The hotel property code; a 2 character chain 
code followed by a 2 to 5 character property 
code 

e REF The reference point included in the availability 
entry; it can be an airport or city code as well 
as a reference point code 

f PERSONS The number of persons included in the 
availability entry 

g LN The line number for the room type 

h RATE The room rate per night for 1 or 2 persons.  
The rate may show the following rate 
indicators: D-Deposit required, G-Guarantee 
required, L-Limited availability.  Additional 
rate indicators are: 
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Label Header Description 

# Rate available via Hotel Source 
@ Rate change during stay 
N Rate on request status 
* Rate includes multiple nights  

i Description The description of the rate amount returned by 
Hotel Source chain 

j CXP The cancellation policy code 

k  
HR 
HD 
HL 
H0  

Tab prompts to access: 
Rate Rules 
Hotel Property Detail 
Hotel List 
Sell Hotel 

 
 

Rate Rules 
 

 
Rate rules are available for all hotel participants.  Rate rules for Hotel 
Source participants are accessed directly from the hotel's database.  Rate 
rules for all other hotels are accessed from the Worldspan database. 
 
Some rate plans and room types have cancellation penalties.  Rate rules 
should be checked for cancellation penalty information prior to booking the 
room to avoid cancellation charges. 
 

Activity:  Display Rate Rules 

 
Access the rate rule for line 1 by tabbing to HR and entering the number 1 or 
entering HR1 at the SOM. 
 

<TAB> HR  ( 1  RATE RULES  
- OR - 
HR1 
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Sample Rate Rule Display 
**Hotel Source** 
(a) 
RD236   RD MIYAKO HOTEL SAN FRANCISCO 
(b)                                                 (c) 
IN THU 15JUN/OUT SUN 18JUN                      NBR PERSONS: 1 
(d)                                          (e) 
CURR: USD                                RD BKG CODE: IA00073 
(f) 
RATE:     199.00  PER NIGHT STARTING 15 JUN FOR 3 NIGHTS 
(g) 
DESCRIPTION: 1K-NSK GUEST ROOM-GARDEN WING-MINI BAR 
(h) 
 CHECK-IN--3PM CHECK-OUT--NOON EXPRESS--YES 
 THANK YOU FOR CHOOSING RADISSON. 
(i) 
GUARANTEE-  MUST GTD TO AX CB DC DS ER JC MC VI 
(j) 
CANCEL- CXL 1 DAY BEFORE ARR NO CHARGE  
LATE CXL OR NO SHOW 1 NITE PLUS TAX  
 EXCLUDES TAX  EXCLUDES GRATUITY               1 ADULT 
(k) 
>HA( SPECIFIC AVAIL   >HD( DETAIL   >H0( TO SELL 

 
 

Sample Rate Rule Display Explanation 
Label Head

er 
Description 

a  The chain, property code, and property 
name displayed from the Worldspan   
database, based on the property code 
indicated. 

b IN/O
UT 

The check-in and check-out dates from 
the request entry.  The system calculates 
and displays the corresponding day of 
the week for each date. 

c NBR 
PER
SON
S 

The number of persons.  Rate is 
determined based on number of persons. 

d CUR
R 

The currency code.  Rate rules requested 
from hotel availability reflect the 
currency code in availability.  Rate rules 
requested from a hotel segment in the 
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Label Head
er 

Description 

PNR reflect the currency in the A.I.R. 
table of the CRT. 

e RD 
BKG 
COD
E 

Internal Hotel Source identification 
number. 

f RAT
E 

The rate data for 1 or 2 persons followed 
by per night.  The rate field may reflect 
as many as eight amounts, indicating rate 
changes over the length of the requested 
stay. 

g DES
CRI
PTI
ON 

The room description provided by the 
hotel chain. 

h CHE
CK-
IN 

The check-in, check out time, and if 
express service is available. 

i GU
ARA
NTE
E 
REQ
UIR
ED 

The guarantee requirements for this rate. 

j CAN
CEL 

The cancellation policy for hotel.  

k  

• HA 

• HD 

• H0 

Tab prompts to access: 

• Specific Availability 

• Hotel Detail 

• Sell Hotel 
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Sell Hotel from Rate Rules 
 

 
Worldspan   recommends selling a hotel room from a rate rule.  A hotel sell 
entry can also be sold: 
 

• From a hotel availability display 
• From a hotel list display 
• From a hotel detail display (after availability 

is displayed) 
• Using a direct sell entry 
• As a memo segment (MK) for bookings made 

directly with the hotel 
 
Hotel properties accept credit cards and sometimes request a deposit.  The 
/G-CC appended to the sell entry guarantees the reservation. 
 
Hotel segments without action taken can be ignored after 50 minutes of 
inactivity. 
 

 Activity:  Sell a hotel 

 
1.  Access a hotel list in FSG for the Days Inn and Residence Inn, the 15th of 

next month for 2 nights and 2 people, within a distance of 5 miles. 
 

HLFSG15MMM17MMM2/DD-5/CDI-RC 
 
2.  Access hotel availability for any property. 
 

HAX 
(X = LINE NUMBER) 

 
3.  Request a rate rule. 
 

HRX 
(X = LINE NUMBER) 

 
4.  Sell the hotel and add your name in the option field.  It is best to use a 

rack rate and one that does not require a deposit. 
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H0/NM-LAST NAME FIRST NAME 

 
The confirmation number is returned prior to end transaction.  For non-
AccessPlus associates, the confirmation number is returned after end 
transaction. 

 
An advisory message may appear with cancellation or deposit 
information.  Add the credit card information if a guarantee is needed. 

 

Hotel Detail 
 

 
The Hotel Detail display includes facts about a hotel property.  Hotel detail 
can be displayed: 

• From a hotel list display 
• From a hotel availability display 
• By property code 
• From a hotel segment in a PNR 
• By city code and property name 

 

 Activity:  Display Hotel Detail  

 
1.  Using the current hotel PNR, add the mandatory fields. 
 

-LAST NAME/FIRST NAME 
7T/ 
9*XXX-XXX-XXXX-H 

 
2.  End and redisplay the PNR. 
 

ER 
 
3.  Access HELP HD and review the formats for hotel detail. 
 

HELP HD 
 
4.  Switch to the opposite window and display the PNR. 
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<F8> 
*R 

 
5.  Request hotel detail from the confirmed hotel segment in the itinerary 

and review. 
 

HDS1 
 

Hotel detail provides the hotel property’s name, street address, 
phone/FAX numbers, check-in and check-out dates, transportation 
service between the hotel and airport, meal plans, and tax rates. 

 
Other information is organized under keywords in the Property Keyword 
index. 

 
6.  Move down to review the keywords. 
 

MD 
 
7.  Move to the top of the display. 
 

MT 
 

The ALL FACTS keyword provides a scrollable display of all 
information contained in hotel detail. 

 
8.  Access the ALL FACTS keyword. 
 

<TAB> HD*ALL FACTS 
 
9. Move down and review the keywords and the information stored by 

keyword. 
 

MD 
 
10. Redisplay the PNR. 

*R 
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Modify/Cancel Hotel Segments 
 

 
When a hotel segment is canceled, a message is generated to the hotel 
associate.  One or more hotel segments in a PNR can be canceled with one 
entry.  Modifications can also be made to hotel segments. 
 

 Activity:  Modify/Cancel Hotel Segment  

 
1.  Access HELP H/D- and review the entries to modify the dates of a hotel 

segment. 
 

HELP H/D- 
MD 

 
2.  Change the check-out date to one day later. 
 

H@1/D-18MMM 
 

Review the action/advice codes of the hotel segments. 
 
3.  End and redisplay the PNR. 
 

ER 
 
4.  Access HELP HCANCEL and review the entries to cancel hotel 

segments. 
 

HELP HCANCEL 
 
5.  Cancel the hotel segment. 
 

X1 
 

The PNR history is updated in the /CX- field with the hotel cancellation 
number from participating hotels.  The cancellation number is reflected 
in history with a CN identifier and an HX action code. 
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6.  End and redisplay the PNR. 
 

ER 
 
7.  Access history to view the hotel cancellation number. 
 

*H 
 
8.  Ignore the PNR. 
 

I 
 

 Activity: Hotel  Script 

 
1.  Access the script menu form the INDEX tab on the top (black) toolbar. 
 

CLICK INDEX 
 
2.  Select the Book tab from the window on the right side of the display. 
 

CLICK BOOK  
 
3.  Scroll down to the Hotel script then select the first option, hotel 

availability. 
 

CLICK HOTEL 
CLICK HOTEL LIST/AVAILABILITY 

 
4.  Enter a reference point of DFW and continue. 
 

ENTER DFW 
CLICK OK 

 
5.  Enter a check in date for the 22nd of next month, a check out date for the 

24th, for 2 people, select Available Hotels, and click OK. 
 

22MMM 
24MMM 
2 
SELECT AVAILABLE HOTELS 
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CLICK OK 
 

The Hotel List Options box displays. 
 
6.  Enter HI for Holiday Inn in the Chain Codes field, 5 in the 

Distance/Direction field, and click OK. 
 

HI 
5 
CLICK OK 

 
7.   Select Availability for any line you prefer and click OK. 
 

SELECT AVAILABILITY 
X (X = LINE NUMBER) 
CLICK OK 

 
8.   Select Rate Rules for any line and click OK. 
 

SELECT RATE RULES 
X (X = LINE NUMBER) 
CLICK OK 

 
The Choices box displays and Book/Sell would be the next logical step.  
This is the 4 step process to book a hotel. 

 
9.   Click Exit. 
 

CLICK EXIT 
 
 

 

¥  Review/Exercise(s) 

1.  Access Go! then select, e-Learning. Open the Hotel Select tutorial and 
complete the Hotel Availability lesson.  Allow 15 minutes. 
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¹¹  Additional Hotel Select Topics 
 

 
Worldspan recommends agents increase their knowledge and skills by 
completing the related tutorials in the Worldspan Training page in 
Worldspan Go!, then select e-Learning.  If class time allows, include the 
additional topics in the curriculum. 
 
The topic outlines are as follows: 

 
Hotel GRS 

 
 

 
Hotel GRS pages offer general information for all locations (e.g., special 
rates, commissions, guarantee and deposit information, booking formats).  
All information in GRS is created and updated by the participating hotel 
associate.  To access a specific hotel associate in GRS, enter G/HTL/ 
followed by the 2 character hotel chain code and the letter Q. 
 

 Activity:  Hotel GRS 

 
1.  Access Holiday Inn’s GRS page and review the index. 
 

G/HTL/HIQ 
 
2.  Access the page for TRAVEL Industry Discounts. 
 

G/P12 
 
3.  Access the Associate Marketplace page for today.  This format was 

covered in the car lesson. 
 

GAMPDDMMM 
 
 
4.   Switch to the opposite window. 
 

<F8> 
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5.   Access bedding type codes and review. 
 

HG*B 
 
6.   Access rate plan codes and review. 
 

HG*P 
 
7.   Access meal plan codes and review. 
 

HG*M 
 
8.  Access reference point type codes and review. 
 

HG*PT 
 
9.   Access state codes (USA) and review. 
 

HG*ST 
 
10.  To access a list of states beginning with the letter M, enter HG*STM. 
 

HG*STM 
 
11.  Access Country Codes and review. 
 

HG*CO 
 
12. To access a list of countries beginning with the letter T, enter HG*COT. 
 

HG*COT 
 

Reference Points 
 

 
 
Hotel properties are indexed in Worldspan using reference points.  
Reference points can be city codes, airport codes, or codes used for specific 
locations or attractions. 
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Encode/Decode Reference Points 
 

 
 
To access hotel properties for a specific location or attraction, the reference 
point code must be used.  Most locations or attractions have a 4 - 6 character 
reference point code listed in the system.  Encode entries can be used to 
determine reference point codes. 
 

 Activity:  Reference Points 

 
1.  Access HELP HKC for encoding reference point names. 
 

HELP HKC 
 
2.  Switch to the opposite window. 
 

<F8> 
 
3.  Encode the reference point code for the Statue of Liberty. 
 

HKC/STATUE OF LIBERTY 
 

When the exact match is found, the response consists of a reference 
point code (STATUE), the 1-50 character reference point name 
(STATUE OF LIBERTY), the state or country code (NY), and the 1-40 
character city name (NEW YORK) where the reference point is located. 

 
If the reference point name used in the entry is a city, a remote city or 
suburb, a national park, a state park, or a resort/ski area, the city name is 
not displayed. 
 

4. Encode Yosemite National Park and review. 
 

HKC/YOSEMITE NATIONAL PARK 
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Response:  
AOYS  YOSEMITE NATL PARK        CA      YOSEMITE NATL PK  
OYS     YOSEMITE NATL PK            CA  
YOSEDD  YOSEMITE SIERRA VISITORS  BUREA                                  
CA  
         OAKHURST  
YOSHIN  YOSHINO-KUMANO NATL PK  CJP 
ARSU    YOSU                                  CKR 
          YOSU  
RSU     YOSU                                   CKR 

 
If the encode entry is made and an exact match is not found or multiple 
matches exist for a reference point name, the response is a similar name 
list. 

 
5.  Access HELP HKD to decode reference point codes. 
 

HELP HKD 
 
6.  Switch to the opposite window. 
 

<F8> 
 
7.  Decode the reference point code NIAGCS. 
 

HKD/NIAGCS 
 
Response:   
NIAGCS  NIAGARA FALLS        CCA 

 
Reference Point List 

 
 

 
A reference point list contains all locations and attractions for a specific state 
or country based on the first letter of the reference point name.  A reference 
point list can contain all worldwide reference points with a similar name. 
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 Activity:  Reference Point List 

 
1.  Access HELP HRP and review the formats for Hotel Select reference 

point list. 
 

HELP HRP 
 
2.  Switch to the opposite window. 
 

<F8> 
 
3.  Access a list of reference points for attractions and locations in Missouri 

beginning with the letter K. 
 

HRPMO-K 
 

The reference point codes are listed under the word CODE. 
 
4.  Display a reference point list for France beginning with the letter P. 
 

HRPCFR-P 
 

When requesting a reference point list for a country, the letter C 
precedes the country code. 

 
5.  Access a reference point list for the Grand Canyon. 
 

HRP-GRAND CANYON 
 

From the reference point list, you can enter HL plus a line number for a 
property list or HRP plus a line number for an area list. 
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Area List 
 

 
 
An area list contains all reference points within a 75 mile radius of the 
reference point used in the display entry.  Each reference point is classified 
under a specific reference point type code.  An area list can be displayed 
from a: 
 

• Reference point code 
• Reference point list 
• Property list 
• PNR flight segment 

 

 Activity:  Area List 

 
Enter HRP and line one for the area list. 
 

HRP1 
 
The TYPE column is the reference point type codes covered in HG*PT.  The 
area list also displays the reference point name, the distance and direction 
from the reference point, and the reference point code. 
 

Hotel Source 
 

 
 
Hotel Source provides a direct connection to the database of the participating 
hotel.  This allows the display of room and rate availability, rate rules and 
information, as well as viewing and selling from the hotel's database. 
 
Hotel Source properties are identified in the hotel list display by the end item 
(#) preceding the chain code.  All Hotel Source participants are AccessPlus 
and return a confirmation prior to end transaction. 
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When property availability and rate rules are requested for a Hotel Source 
participant, the availability and rules information displayed are from the 
Hotel Source associate’s reservation system.  If the communication link is 
unavailable, the information displayed is from the Worldspan hotel database. 
 

 Activity: Hotel Source Availability  

 
1.  Access a hotel list for Los Angeles airport the 20th of next month for one 

night, one person, within a 10-mile radius for Holiday Inn hotels. 
 

HLALAX/D20FEB21FEB1/DD-10/CHI 
 
2. Request property availability for line 1 of the hotel list. 
 

HA1 
- OR - 
<TAB>  HA ( 1 

 
3.  Move to the bottom of the hotel availability display. 
 

MB 
 
4.  Access more rates for Holiday Inn. 
 

<TAB> HA/MORE (  MORE RATES 
 
5.  Move to the bottom of the hotel availability display. 
 

MB 
 
6.  Access rate rules for the rate in the first line of availability. 
 

HR1 
- OR - 
<TAB>  HR (1 

 
7.  Move down to view the cancellation policy and penalties. 
 

MD 
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8.  Redisplay the PNR. 
 

*R 
 
9.  Move to the opposite window. 
 

<F8> 
  

 

Integrated Availability 
 

 
This topic introduces the Hotel Source integrated availability.  Each 
participant has an identifier that proceeds the associate chain code in 
availability. 
 
The identifiers indicate the availability status.  The codes include 
 
• A - Available for sale 
• R - On Request 
• C - Closed out/not available 
• O - Rate plan other than specified in request is available 
 
Worldspan obtains real-time availability from participating associates with 
every HL and HLD entry.  HL*, HLU, and HLT display the information 
obtained from the last HL or HLD entry.  The /A or /RR options inhibit 
integrated Hotel Source availability. 
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Sample Integrated Availability Display 
 
GA-ATLANTA                           IN SAT 15JUL/OUT MON 17JUL 
CURRENCY: USD    /CCY-RA-MC  /NP-2 
LN     CO   PROPERTY NAME           ADDRESS                DD  
001   #RA RAMADA LTD MARIETTA     MARIETTA GA 30067       15NW  
002   #RA RAMADA PLAZA ATL AIR    ATLANTA GA 30337         7SW  
003 A #CY COURTYARD EXECUTIVE     ATLANTA GA 30329         6NE  
004   #RA LTD COMMERCE 2650       COMMERCE GA 30529       62NE  
005   #RA RAMADA LIMITED DECAT    DECATUR GA 30034         8SE  
006 A #CY COURTYARD WINDY HILL    ATLANTA GA 30339        12NW  
007 A #CY COURTYARD ALPHARETTA    ALPHARETTA GA 30004     24N  
008 A #CY COURTYARD APT ATLANT    HAPEVILLE GA 30354       6S  
>HA( PROPERTY AVAILABILITY  >HD( DETAIL  >HLD( MORE PROPERTIES> 

 
 


